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Discover what it’s like to grow up in Australia in this fascinating, nonfiction Level 2 Ready-to-
Read, part of a series all about kids just like you in countries around the world!Hello! My name is
Ruby, and I’m a kid just like you living in Australia. Australia is a country filled with awesome
beaches, unique animals, and exciting cities! Have you ever wondered what Australia is like?
Come along with me to find out!Each book in our Living in… series is narrated by a kid growing
up in their home country and is filled with fresh, modern illustrations as well as loads of history,
geography, and cultural goodies that fit perfectly into Common Core standards. Join kids from all
over the world on a globe-trotting adventure with the Living in… series—sure to be a hit with
children, parents, educators, and librarians alike!

My ten-year-old son has read all of King's books several times, a huge compliment to the
author . . . He's very picky and won't waste his time on any old book . . . King's humor is spot-on
for middle schoolers.--Metro ParentBart King's books are popular with middle school readers, a
notoriously tough audience....The Big Book of Spy Stuff contains a lot of interesting facts and
snappy stories mixed in with the silliness.--The OregonianBart King is the master of humor, and
"Spy Stuff" is a wonderful book to be enjoyed by all. You can get it as an e-book, but this is one
you definitely want to hold in your hands. LOVED IT!--Tina Nichols CouryFrom the AuthorI'd like
to tell you how incredibly funny The Big Book of Spy Stuff is. But unfortunately, that information is
classified!From the Inside FlapPSST! Have you heard what reviewers are saying?The Big Book
of Gross Stuff"Our rating: A"--PBS "Laugh-out-loud funny."--School Library JournalThe Big
Book of Boy Stuff"Highly creative, informative, and fun."--School Library Journal "Genuinely
funny."--Publishers WeeklyThe Big Book of Girl Stuff"Highly recommended."--Children's
Literature "A must-have for preteen girls."--Parenting magazineFrom the Back CoverDo you
know the secret to spying success? Know ALL the secrets!Learn how to escape tricycle-riding
assassins.Find out why you can trust women more than men.Discover how squirrels can deliver
top-secret messages.Learn the keys to tricking enemy agents (and other pesky adults!).Create a
disguise that renders you invisible in a crowd of two.About the AuthorBart King's kindergarten
teacher was an ex-spy whose lessons focused on espionage and blackmail. That year, Bart
wore a wire on the playground for extra credit.The Big Book of Spy Stuff is the natural result of
that education.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.I got in trouble the first
time I went out on a mission. It was just myself and an agent named [name deleted]. As the two
of us made dead drops, staked out enemy agents, and stopped for a quick shopping trip (I had a
coupon for pickles!), I'd tweet our precise location. (I did this so my mother would know that her
favorite child was safe.)But when [name deleted] found out what I was doing, she was Not
amused. She took away my iPhone, broke my Twitter account, and confiscated my pickle



jar.Luckily, I had another coupon!Anyway, my theory now is that spies should be like hikers.
That's because when hikers go into the wilderness, their goal is to LEAVE No TRACE that they
were there. Nothing but boot prints-and maybe some buried poop. As a spy, you want to follow
that example! (Except for the part about the poop.)In addition to leaving no trace, remember that
escaping the scene of your espionage doesn't just mean that you get away today. It also means
that you don't get caught tomorrow or the next day either.So develop your powers of observation
and cunning! Let's say that you've been tipped off about a top secret item that's in a room. Don't
just go waltzing in to take it! As you approach the room's door, carefully look at the handle before
opening it. Why? It's possible that someone has sprinkled a small amount of baby powder on the
door handle to see if any intruders tried to enter. (I do this all the time at my house.)*The KGB
invented a "spy dust" that could be revealed using infrared lights. It was sprinkled on the
doorknobs to important rooms. Then guards or officers would shine infrared lights on people's
hands to see if anyone had been sneaking around.It's also common for paranoid people (like
me!) to place a small piece of clear tape on the door and frame. That way, if an agent returns to a
room and the door tape is broken, she knows someone has been in there!Solution: If you use the
door handle, either avoid touching the powder or sprinkle new powder on it as you exit. As for the
tape, note exactly where it is. Open the door. Then when you leave the room, do your best to
replace the tape with a new piece.Now you can enter the room safely, especially if the door is
unlocked. But when you push the handle down or turn the knob, KEEP it pushed down or turned
until you're through the door. Then gently close it and slowly let the handle of the knob latch.
Nice and quiet!If the door is locked, just use a key. No key? Pick the lock, already! (You'll find
lock-picking instructions on p. 783 of this book.) Right, so now you're walking in, and you feel the
small rug in front of the door give way slightly beneath your feet. Aha!*Note* Instead of using
tape, people have been known to wet a long hair and stick it to the door frame. I've always found
this disgusting! So if you see a hairy door, I recommend you leave.Rolling up strips of modeling
clay and putting them under a rug is yet another way of seeing if an intruder has come into a
room. If you return and find that the strips of clay have been squished, it's a giveaway!Solution:
When you leave, carefully lift the rug, reroll any clay strips you might have squished, and step
around the rug on your way out.Finally you approach the desk. You can see that what you're
looking for is underneath a tray of marbles. Why marbles? Because whoever set up the tray took
a digital photo of exactly where the marbles are!Solution: Take a picture of the marbles yourself.
After getting what you came for, rearrange the marbles according to the picture.Read more
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jayne Trice, “Australia book. This is a wonder book. Perfect size for younger children to read.
Bright pictures and lots of information.”

Sarah Cleary, “Simple but detailed-love these. I LOVE this series. They are written from the
perspective of a child in that country, with a variety of family types represented. They all include
an overview of what their day is like, what school is like, as well as cultural, historic, and
geographic info, with some pronunciation help where needed. I like to read the same one every
day for a week, and my son notices and latches onto a new detail every time. We often end up
Googling some question that the text brings up.”

Diamondgirlleah, “Very cute book!. My son loves all things Australia. So when I saw this book I
had to get it. It was informative and easy to read for him all by himself. I recommend.”

Chesnye, “Great for a bit of information. I used this for an around the world class and it was great
to give information on the country!  We had fun and it was vibrant!”

leone, “Packed easily and our daughter loved it. We read this to my 3 year old daughter on the
way to Australia it has some interesting facts in it. Packed easily and our daughter loved it.”

Jessica Prukner, “Nicely done. Get this book. Nicely informing about Australia for kids. Well
written. I recommend this book for kids and teaching. Good.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Australia. Loved it.”

F W, “My grandchildren (5 & 7) loved reading this book. A good addition to children's own library.”

Amelie PC, “Beau petit livre très informatif. Papier très mince. Comme un petit journal. Très
intéressant et bien illustré. Il y a trop de texte pour un bambin mais serait idéal pour un jeune
écolier. Facile à lire.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My son love it. This book is very interesting. My son love it”

Manuela Baldas, “Nettes Buch mit vielen Bildern. Tolles Buch. Geniale Bilder für Kinder mit
vielen Tieren und Eindrücken von Australien in einer Geschichte zusammengefasst. Der Text ist
in Englischer Sprache.”

sam SOLTAN, “Très bon livre. Super mon fils à beaucoup aimé ce livre.”

The book by Chloe Perkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 186 people have provided feedback.
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